Introduction
The Russian Book Chamber (RBC) will celebrate its 95th birthday in 2012. It is the country's centre of national bibliography carrying on the tradition of centralized cataloguing in libraries and other informational centres by using modern information technology. The RBC is also responsible for statistics, cataloguing, scientific researches on books and book trade, the national publications archive and is the national agencies of ISBN and ISMN. The RBC publishes bibliographic descriptions for published editions.
It was founded in May 1917 and is today one of the leading scientific, informational and methodical centres in Russian book trade. It carries out bibliographical and statistical control of all published print output of the Russian Federation. The registration and processing of editions bases on the Russian law on "Obligatory Legal Deposit of Copies of Books and Documents" 1 which publishers and publishing organisations have to hand over to the RBC.
Like most countries, Russia obliges publishers to deposit with a central agency copies of material they produce. In the Soviet Union under communism, compliance with obligatory deposit law was very high, due to censorship and the state ownership of publishers and printers. Central deposit copies were received by the All-Union Book Chamber, which compiled the national bibliography and related publications from them; deposit copies also went to a list of nationallevel (federal) libraries. As a result of the high compliance, deposit libraries were assured a relatively complete supply of the domestically published material they were profiled to receive. With the privatisation of publishing and abandonment of censorship, deposit compliance dropped drastically. Important libraries were then missing a large percentage of newly-published material, including newspapers.
Specific Function of Russian Book Chamber (RBC)
With the breakup of the Soviet Union, responsibility for collecting central deposit copies was assumed by national institutions in each of the new countries. In Russia the main responsible institution at the federal level is the RBC. In the overwhelming majority of Western countries, national bibliographic centers function as autonomous services within national libraries. In this regard, Russia is the only exception to the rule, since her bibliographic centre, the RBC, is an independent state institution since 1917. It has been under the jurisdiction of the ministry -or sometimes national committee, now Federal Agency -for publishing and polygraphy, which has allowed it to use levers of influence and direct working contacts with publishers and suppliers of obligatory deposit copies of publications of different types. In so doing, the RBC -together with book chambers of the subjects of the Russian Federation (former autonomous republics), and also sectors of national bibliography in leading libraries of Russian territories and regions -is able to provide a fuller and more reliable record of publishing production in this multi-ethnic and territorially massive country when compared to practice abroad. Already in 1940, domestic national bibliography reflected books, brochures, serials, music scores, maps, and art publications, as well as the most important newspaper and magazine articles, reviews, and bibliographical handbooks issued on the territory of our state.
Publications issued on the territory of Russia in all fields and all languages, and also publications issued jointly with foreign publishers, are received by the RBC and go through state registration and bibliographic processing. The RBC's national bibliographic information is published in traditional format (national bibliographic indexes, printed catalogue cards, and state registration pages) and in machine-readable format. We must serve libraries, publishers, booksellers and other readers and buyers of printed information.
National Bibliographic Indexes
The system of national bibliographical indexes is based on the type of material reflected, as seen in the following table 2 .
Printed cards for books and journal articles are issued in complete, abridged and thematic sets. Printed cards for newspaper articles and reviews are issued in complete sets; for dissertation abstracts -in complete and thematic sets.
The results of the national statistical record of publishing production are in the annual Pechat ' Rossiiskoi Federatsii v ... 
Federal Law on Legal Deposit
The basis for preparing the Letopisi is obligatory deposit copies of every possible published production. These copies are received by the RBC from their producers in accordance with the Federal Law first adopted in 1994 and have several amendments (the last one of 2008).
The main aims and reasons for changing the law were as follows: -Reduction in the number of obligatory deposit copies of books, pamphlets, and periodicals whose content is advertising or other socially unimportant subject; -Gradual redistribution of sets of deposit materials away from Moscow depositories to the Ural region and southern Siberia; -Improvement in the interaction of depositories at the federal, regional, and local levels; also connecting instances of the same document presented in different formats; -Precise and clear definitions of electronic materials and the creation of mechanisms to register them that are independent of their methods of distribution; -Definition of fines and other sanctions, and the development of a mechanism for their practical application to violators; -Collaboration of leading Russian depositories in finding and eliminating gaps in deposits by comparing registration documentation and the bibliographic databases of Table 1 Konstantin M. Sukhorukov the Russian Book Chamber with acquisition lists from federal-level libraries. The deposit copies go to major libraries after they have been processed bibliographically, ensuring acquisition of domestic publications by these institutions. One copy of each deposit is sent to permanent storage in a subdivision of the RBC, the National Archive of legal deposits, an unique collection, which in its almost centenary history has already grown to 87 million copies of printed publications. This Archive composed of two storage buildings planned each for preservation approximately 100 million items.
The current Federal Law does not extend to documents containing personal and/or family secrets; documents containing state and/or commercial secrets; documents created for individual use; archival documents (materials) (with the exception of documents transferred for storage in archival institutions in accordance with the specific rules of the current Federal Law); electronic documents distributed exclusively on the web; administrative and technical documentation (maintenance logs, operating instructions, business forms, registration and reporting documentation).
The following types of documents are to be included among complimentary obligatory deposit copies: -Publications (text, music, maps, art): printed material which has undergone preparation by a publishing house, is printed as an independent item, and possesses imprint data; -Publications for the blind and visually impaired: publications in Braille, raised-graphic publications, "talking books", large-type books for the visually impaired, electronic publications for the blind (adapted publications for reading by people with impaired vision, with the help of a Braille display and synthesized speech); -Official documents: documents approved by legislative, executive, and judicial organs of power, carrying normative, directive or informational character; -Audiovisual productions: film-, video-, phono-, photoproductions and their combinations, created and reproduced on any type of carrier; -Electronic publications: computer programs and databases, and also electronic documents that have undergone preparation by a publishing house and have imprint data, published and disseminated on machine-readable carriers; -Unpublished documents: documents containing the results of scientific research and development activity, and technological work (dissertations, reports about scientific research, and development activities, and about technological works; deposited scientific works, algorithms, and programs); -Patent documents: descriptions for patents and applications for objects of industrial property. This law also gives a definition of basic terms of the deposit copy system: document, copy, and producer of documents: -Document: material carrier with information fixed on it as text, sound recording (phonogram), image, or a combination of those, intended for transmission in time and space with a view to public use and storage;
-Copy: sample of a circulating document, identical to the original; -Producer of documents: a legal entity independent of its organisational-legal form or form of ownership, or a physical entity whose activities are accomplished without formation of a legal entity, which is engaged in the preparation, publication (issue), and distribution (transmission, delivery) of obligatory deposit copies (publisher; mass media editorial office; producer of sound recordings; producer of audiovisual productions; television and radio production organisation; broadcasting organisation; entity that carries out scientific research, development and technological work; other entities engaged in preparation, publication (issue), and distribution (transmission, delivery) of obligatory deposit copies). 
Statistics of Publishing Output
The Russian Book Chamber carries out statistic registration of print products, edited on the territory of the Russian Federation, reflecting the condition of the Russian book market. Table 2 In Russia work about 5,000 commercial publishers and publishing organisations. About half of them are located in Moscow. The largest national publishers are AST, Eksmo, Drofa, Olma-Press, Prosveshchenie, Phoenix, Rosmen, Centrpoligraf, Nauka, Piter, Azbuka, Infra-M etc. Publishers actively cooperate with the national system "Books in Print", which is in function as RBC subdivision since 1995 and reflects the Russian book market. The last publishing of the electronic catalogue "Books in Print", in which more than 3.000 publishers were involved, represents information about 350,000 books (i.e. 70 % of the Russian book market) which are available or in preparation for print.
Databank and Databases
The complete data bank "Russian National Bibliography" is unique for his scope and coverage of publications in Russian and other languages. The total number of entries now is more than 5 million 5 . It includes information about:
Main databases Volume, in thousand entries
Books 1,580
Periodical articles and reviews 1,890
Newspaper articles 380
Authority database "Russian authors"
510
Authority database "Subject headings"
15
Non-text edition (art, musical scores, maps and atlases)
90
Thesises of dissertation 450 Table 3 All bibliographical and authority records are available in UN-IMARC, MARC21 and USMARC communication formats. The Russian Book Chamber, in cooperation with K.G. Saur Verlag (Germany), issues CD-ROM editions "Russian National Bibliography" which is distributed in Russia and abroad (in the CIS by the RBC, in other countries by K.G. Saur). The latest 9th edition (2003) includes 1.2 million titles of books, pamphlets and dissertations published from 1980 in the former Soviet Union and (after 1991) in the Russian Federation.
-Search criteria are: author, corporate author, title, uniform title, alternative title, series title, subject, topical subject, personal name as subject (the book is about the person), corporate name as subject (the book is about the company), title as subject (the book is about the title), geographical name as subject, keyword, keyword in title, keyword in author, keyword in corporate author, keyword in subject, keyword in publisher, keyword in notes, place of publication, ISBN/ISSN, language, UDC, Bibliographic Library Code, scientific/technical classification, RBC registration number.
5 http://www.bookchamber.ru/content/for_publ/oe.html.
-Download formats: Brief Citations, Catalogue Card format, Print-UNIMARC, MARC Communication format. Languages: user interface: Russian (display in Cyrillic letters) or English (with transliterated names and titles). Entries include name of author, title, series, place and year of publication, publisher, size, ISBN etc. -Numerous search criteria which can be linked within a single query make it possible for users to carry out a wide variety of searches. Information services include selection and generation of fragment of databases on diskettes, tape cartridges, e-mail, paper copy and automated processing of publications (references and printed cards) by requests. On the basis of the data bank "Russian National Bibliography" the RBC developed specialized databases devoted to the problems of different types of publications. These information products have no analogs in Russia and abroad. Among them are such series of databases as: "Commonwealth of Independent States" (former Soviet Republics); "Republics of the Russian Federation" (former national autonomies); "Mother Earth of Russia" (regions, provinces and areas); "Electronic contents of Magazines and Newspapers"; "Register of copyright symbols".
Each of the geography-oriented databases include information about editions published in this state or region, editions published in the language of this state or region, editions about this state or region published within or outside its territory, editions of authors from this state or region published within or outside its territory.
Electronic analytical bibliographic information about periodical and newspaper articles includes databases of current and retrospective information. These problem-oriented databases give opportunity to receive thematic, analytical, address and other references on subjects, persons, events relating to the interests of users.
Databases about copyright symbols give actual information about rights of authors, contributors, publishers, compilers of forewords, references and commentaries, translators, designers and illustrators. They include such data as brief bibliographical descriptions of editions, registration number of RBC, information about the copyright symbol presented in an edition.
Conclusion
As all similar bodies RBC has plans for developing its activity in different spheres.
First of all we must do all we can to accelerate the digitizing processes for all our printed legal deposits which have bad condition.
Already nowadays we have a lot of problems with preservation of newspaper which were printed on acid paper, especially during 1920-s -1940-s years. Part of them cannot be found in any Russian or foreign library. Most of such publications are under the restoration now but the scale of this processing is not enough and first of all -for local and with small print runs newspapers of different societies and institutions.
This archive collection, the national property of Russia, has no equal in the world. It allows the RBC to fulfill its functions, which cannot be carried out by any other organisation or library. As national insurance fund it is withdrawn from circulation among the readers. We can use it only for e-copying or microfilming in accordance with customers' demands. To the end of 2011 we have already finished the digitizing all of legal deposits for the period of 1917-1921 and 1941-1945 . But the percentage of e-copies in total is no more than 10 % and such scale of this activity is not enough. RBC receives annually for such purposes the government grants, but these money together with our own assignations for digitizing does not satisfy our needs.
With the problem of digitizing our printed items we have indissoluble ties for the task to develop and introduce the electronic delivering of digitized full-text copies of different printed legal deposits to our customers. This task cannot be solved without great technical support and money sums, but a great deal of final success depends on our proper advertising and information campaign. We feel now that too many of our domestic (not saying about foreign) professionals and specialists of the book business know too little about the information possibilities and resources of RBC. So we must do necessary steps to improve this situation.
Today and in future we are and we shall encountering an avalanche of growth in the number of publications in all possible formats. Many of the Russian publishers of this material know nothing about norms and standards for the form of presentation for their products. The situation with printed publications is not much better. A lot of current national standards are in need of revision to accord with international norms. In addition, it will be necessary to standardize editing, publishing, and bibliographical processing of traditional print and electronic publications, since more and more often publications are issued in different formats at the same time, making their identification, registration, and search by both users and bibliographic centres more and more difficult. This aim is one of the major for the current and future activity of RBC.
The third task among the main ones for the nearest future is dealt with the attempt to create the effective common and uniform information support for all spheres and subjects of Russian book industry, i.e. publishers, booksellers, librarians, authors, editors, readers and buyers. RBC here has a lot different possibilities and resources and has already achieved some success in the implementation of the national standards of bibliographic description and terminology for the main types of different editions, both in print and electronic forms. These national standards are based on our guidelines and we plan to supplement them with the national standards on the classification of such editions and the communication formats for exchanging professional information between suppliers and recipients of publisher's production.
